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About This Game

You play as a wizard who receives a package from an old friend and gets sucked into a constantly shrinking enchanted artifact.
Inside, scattered magic puzzles must be solved before the room collapses. Using a newly learned scaling spell, you are able to

shrink and expand objects at a distance. After managing to solve these puzzles, another artifact awaits, leading to a deeper
dimension of itself, with more puzzles to solve. Will you survive?

Features

 Become trapped in a magical relic

 Learn a scaling spell to resize objects in the environment

 Solve various thought-provoking puzzles in VR

 Immerse yourself in a mystical and otherworldly atmosphere

 Race against time to escape collapsing rooms

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Conjuror's Eye
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Escality, LLC
Publisher:
Escality, LLC
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 610 MB available space

English
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conjurors eye

its fun you can shoot peoples willies hehe. Okay, it took me two and a half hours to figure out every combination, get all the
wild stickers and every achievement thereby. Its a fun diversion to be sure, but nothing more. Zero replay value, there could
have been more combinations and the one music track repeats endlessly. To think that I paid €1,49- (with 25% discount) for
this is ludicrous. So do I recommend it? Ahahaha~! NOPE~!. Got it for a buck and change. Pretty fun and challenging. Control
scheme is a little wonky and the controls are a bit floaty but it's pretty fun to be honest. Has that "one more run" kinda feel to it.
Plus the musiic is pretty rad. Gotta love them bleep-bloops!. Still one of the most addictively fun little distractions ever made.
Love to go back every now and then just for a quick diversion occasionally.

Just watch one of the demo videos and you'll know all you need to know about gameplay. With the cool backing soundtrack, the
fun little sound effects and fanfare melodies when you make a good shot or get an extra life or clear a level, and all the cool
power-ups... it's just fun to waste time in it and try to beat your high score.. Very simple design yet fun to play. Great concept
and the music fits the game very well.
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(not native speaker here)

While not being a AAA game, it's at least a AA game : the graphics are still clean for today (2019), the feeling of the gameplay
is flawless while not revolutioning anything, the campagne is really enjoyable with cool cinematics while not being top notch.
The multiplayer is really cool while being almost dead to this date (don't take DLC's, there is nobody to play them, but classics
maps are still played and the Horde mode is fun as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665). Seriously, it's a shame that Dawn Of War 3
failed that hard and Relic said they will focus from now on on Ages Of Empire 4 (still a good news tho) but we need a Space
Marine 2 ! There are a lots of good Games Workshop video games, but they are for the vast majority little productions with
meh to bad quality... Space Marine is for me the only game with DoW 1 close to a triple A in the GW universe. go for it, it cost
nothing today and is enjoyable for what it is !. Check the forums for the game before buying to see if the vr hand issue is fixed.
At the time of this review, one of the 2 hands just stays stuck in the floor. This happens on both vive and rift. I'm sure it's a
great game, but can't really play it.... Trespass Episode 1 is one of those types of games that really tries to immerse you into the
world that they created.
It's not like a typical "room escape" game as it puts you in situtation that you wouldn't have in a simple "room".
I spent a long time solving the puzzles but I really enjoyed my time with the game.
. I cannot reccomend this game. It was OK until i got to the Chris Hansen boss fight, but EVERY DAMN TIME, he already
knows where im going before i get there, and i wind up sitting in that damn chair, in the spotlight answering his stupid
questions. CURSE YOU CHRIS HANSEN!

but in all seirousness, no, this isn't a good game. It's worth grabbing if you get it in a bundle, or for 99 cents or less. It is nothing
but a cheap imitation of Goat Simulator, where you are instead a lion, and it does a horrible job of being that. do not buy.. For a
brief period in my life i was fascinated by indie and casual games. I got bejeweled 2, astro pop, heavy weapon, peggle nights,
and others.

This game is what ended my casual player fever. It is utterly horrible. Don't buy it.

On an unrelated note, eversion is what brought back my faith in indie games.. This is the second Choice of Games title I played
after A Study in Steampunk.

Because of how much I loved that previous game, and because of the interesting premise for this one, I was really excited to try
this.

But I'm joining the "this is a big, boring letdown" club."
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